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 1. Tibbo likes to eat Earth food and her favourite food  
is pancakes. K9 doesn’t eat.

 2. Because she wants Kat to wake up./She wants to see Kat and get  
some food.

 3. A little robot called Rover is making the noise. It is trying to bark.
 4. Because she does not want her dad to see Tibbo, K9 and Rover.
 5. K8 is a cat called Kate. She lives next door.
 6. Because he hopes that K8 will come back./He is waiting for K8.
 7. It looks like a small, beautiful blue and white ball.
 8. Because Yoshi sits on Tibbo by mistake. He doesn’t see Tibbo because 

she is invisible.
 9. Students’ own answers. 
  Some suggestions: The planet has a lot of colourful clouds in the sky. 

There are volcanoes with orange bubbles coming out of the holes.  
The buildings are beautiful and have towers and big, round windows.

 10. Creatures that look like Tibbo and K9 live on the planet.
 11. a)  False (You leave your sad feelings in the blue clouds.)
  b)  True
  c)   False (They smell of strawberries.)
  d)  False
  e)  True
 12. The mission is to clean up the junk floating in space.
 13. A screwdriver, bits of metal, pieces of paint, old rockets and satellites, 

a spoon.
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 14. They kick the space junk into big nets.
 15. Everything on that planet is made from space junk, including  

the inhabitants.
 16. Because it built itself using old junk.
 17. Students’ own answers. Some suggestions: Because the robots on  

Junk Central also built themselves and their homes out of junk.  
He feels at home.

 18. She thinks about what she wants to eat and then the food suddenly 
appears.

 19. Because he thinks his parents will be worried about him.
 20. a)  False
  b)  False
  c)   True
  d)  True
  e)  True
 21. He smiles because he finds a piece of pink cloud and he knows that 

his trip into space was real and not a dream.
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